Memory positions

Setting memory positions
The DPG1M paddle has a “store memory” button to the right marked with a star.

Adjust the desk to a preferred position and press the star-button for 2 seconds. The LED will blink white twice to indicate that saving the position is in progress. When the LED becomes static white, the position is saved.

If the user adjusts the desk to another height and saves the position, it will overwrite the memory position closest to the current one.

Driving to memory positions
After storing all the memory positions, they can be reached simply by tilting the paddle.

Double tap on the paddle to let the desk adjust automatically to the first position in the direction of the double tap. Simply tap the paddle again to stop the driving of the desk.

Erasing memory positions
Pressing the star-button for 8 seconds will erase all saved memory positions. The LED will blink red to indicate when the action is completed.
Bluetooth

Connecting Bluetooth®
Pressing the Bluetooth® button in the middle for 2 seconds will enable pairing mode. A blue blinking light in the LED will indicate this.

Download the Desk Control App suited for your device in the Apple, Google Play or Windows store and pair the app and device.

Reminders

Setting the reminder interval
The DPG1M paddle has a “Reminder” button to the left marked with a bell. Pressing this button will adjust the interval of how often to get reminders to change position. The LED will light up in white with 3 different intensities which each represents an interval. The 3 standards are:

- **Interval 1**: Reminder after 55 minutes sitting
- **Interval 2**: Reminder after 50 minutes sitting
- **Interval 3**: Reminder after 45 minutes sitting

The default interval chosen is 55 mins, which means the LED will be lit with the weakest intensity. Simply toggle through the intervals by pressing the bell button and notice the light intensity change. When the LED does not light up, the reminder is turned off.

It is possible to personalise the three intervals to custom values when using the app.